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Searched for: Dc-coupled vertical deflection circuit.pdf, Found: 172 lines
	Subject	Text
	hitachi 53f300, dp25h chassis. deflection board problems	I got this tv from a friend after it quit working, I have replaced the power pwb, and I have replace
	Toshibas and the like	Hi there Larry and Tibor,
last night I repaired my Toshiba. Larry, you are completely right, the 
	












	Defective HDTV	Hello,
It is sad to say, but I think you'll have to take your tv to a technician...
When you pow
	diagram	I have the crt panel-diagram.I can send it to you if you like.
PS : 1)also check the vertical def
	sound but no picture	Hello,
If you see a bright horizontal line , horizontal deflection is still working, if heaters glo
	Horizontal deflection transistor	If mains fuse is OK, i assume that horizontal deflection transistor is short-circuit.
Is there an
	Re: 36' inch hitachi modl #36cx39b has 1 horizontal line	[quote:db1b13922a="leo"]MY 36' inch hitachi model #36cx39b has 1 horizontal line across the middle o
		OK.. ive got some things for you to try out.
I dont work on very many misubishi sets.... so my gues
	Tic-tic sound	Most problem come from Power supply,Vertical and horizontal. Can you pull out Deflection york.If sti
	Re: vert or horiz problem?	[quote:7b7d7f4d23="jts1957"]1st - It's JTS1957 / NOT JTS1975. Oh, to be 18 again! How did we get fro
		vERTICAL DEFLECTION CHIP IS MOST LIKELY THE CULPRIT HERE... CAREFUL ON RUNNING THE SET TOO MUCH BEFO
	Re: Horizontal deflection transistor	how do you check the main fuse on this set? anybody know?
[quote:4ea4cd4121="Mark"]If mains fu
	Finlux 1000 vertical line	Picture disappear. At first there was vertical line but not any more. sound is ok.
What do you t
	re; vertical	Dietrich, I`m in USA so I don`t recognize the model number the
vertical IC will be 6-7 pins probabl
	need a service manual for Panasonic 32" TV pc-33x78s	I need a service manual for a Panasonic 32" TV PC-33x78s. I need to find where there vertical deflec
	schematic/service manual for Zenith SF3537H for vertical ali	I need a schematic or service manual for a Zenith SF3537H television so I can find the componants to
	14PT1532 /94S ctv went off suddenly on service table	this chassis uses
MC44603 AP powersupply
TDA 7056B audio
TDA 8841 S1 signal processor v h 
	












	re; vertical	Hi, you have bad electrolytic caps in the vertical circuit, usually
replacing ALL the defective one
	Re: Audio but no Video on Philips projection tv model 8p4834	[quote:bb4b048c59="thetechman007"]Hey There, I will try to give you a hand, If There is no filament 
	vertical collapse on Samsung TV	[quote:134210be41="Anonymous"]It's vertical collapse[/quote:134210be41]
I also have the horizonta
	Hitachi vertical wavy lines	Hi,
I have a Hitachi monitor PC-DC1552. I have a problem when I turn on monitor after few minutes
	Re: diagram	[quote:d9d12eaf63="picasso"]I have the crt panel-diagram.I can send it to you if you like.
PS : 1
	vertical IC in your television	The vertical IC is never mounted on the crt board.
In modern TV's, it could be a TO220 device (TDA9
	Re: Audio but no Video on Philips projection tv model 8p4834	Hey There, I will try to give you a hand, If There is no filament or heater as they call it, check t
	how to adjust vertical alignment in epson lx 300 + PRINTER	:( i have lx 300+ printer and it has now vertical alignment problem. I tried to make it unidirectio
	? Substitution of IC VPG101	I need of IC VPG101 for vertical deflection of TV Samsung CK-5039. If somebody knows obout its subs
	Re: Tic-tic sound	[quote:d60a12fbbe="ilhamcipta"]Most problem come from Power supply,Vertical and horizontal. Can you 
	Poor vertical linearity (Toshiba 2100TD)	Hi there,
I'd like to know which parts of my television (Toshiba 2100TD) might cause the followin
	vertical line	send it to me i charge u 25 dollars and u can wait a few minutes and it back to normal its a simple 
	Question on horizontal deflection	Larry,
maybe you can also help me on this one ....
I notice that the width of my TV picture has be
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